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This thesis presents studies on fragmentation processes of relatively sim-
ple organic molecules following valence and core excitations, the empha-
sis being on fragmentation processes of core ionized molecules into pairs
of cations. The experimental technique combines electron- and ion spec-
troscopy with synchrotron radiation and is called the electron energy re-
solved PhotoElectron-PhotoIon-PhotoIon COincidence (PEPIPICO) tech-
nique. The PEPIPICO technique allows not only the detection of momen-
tum correlated ion pairs and the corresponding electron originating from
the same ionization event, but also very detailed description of the dis-
sociation process and the determination of kinetic energy released in the
process.
In addition to the detailed determination of the fragmentation processes,
also the effects of the initial geometry of the sample, chemical environment
and the initial ionization site has been studied. The consideration of the ini-
tial ionization site was possible due to the energy resolved electron detection
of the measurement equipment and the chemical shifts caused by the differ-
ent environments of the core ionized atoms. Different ionization sites show
as separate photolines in the XPS spectra measured in coincidence with the
photoions. The dependence of fragmentation on the initial ionization site
was investigated by selecting a certain photoline and considering only those
photoions corresponding to the selected photoline. The results show that
core ionization induces a large variety of fragmentation processes, most of
which take place in separate sequential steps. Chain molecules often frag-
ment into just two singly charged fragments, whereas cyclic molecules favor
fragmentation processes producing more than two fragments. Although the
fragmentation depends very little on the initial ionization (core hole) site,
the coincident measurements with resonant Auger electrons showed that the
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The desire for understanding the surrounding world has always been a
strong human character. It is therefore no surprise that the idea of all
matter consisting of tiny blocks - atoms - has its origins in ancient India
and Greece. As for molecules, the concept began to evolve in the 17th cen-
tury leading to sophisticated quantum mechanical models used to describe
molecules and clusters today.
Although our knowledge of molecules has increased extensively during
the past decades, we are still far from a complete understanding of the
effects that govern the world at the molecular level. In order to get more
detailed information about such effects, new experimental and theoretical
methods are constantly being developed in addition to those already ex-
isting. As the world continuously reminds us, the understanding of some-
thing usually requires first destroying it. Same goes for the effects on the
molecular scale; the structure and characteristics of a molecule often reveal
themselves when the molecule is somehow dismantled.
A powerful tool for investigating atoms, molecules and matter in gen-
eral is electron spectroscopy. Electron spectroscopy is based on detection
of electrons ejected from the target sample ionized by absorption of a pho-
ton or charged particles. By measuring the kinetic energies of the emitted
electrons, one can extract detailed information about the chemical and
electronic structure of the target sample. Another widely used method
is ion mass spectroscopy, which provides information about the elemental
composition and chemical structure of the sample of interest. By combin-
ing electron and ion spectroscopies one is able to investigate the structural
changes of matter when irradiated with ionizing radiation. Here the interac-
tions between different molecules (see Fig. 1.1) and ionizing radiation have









































Figure 1.1: Structures of the samples studied here: (a) Thymine C5H5N2O2,
(b) uracil C4H4N2O2, (c) 5-bromouracil C4H3BrN2O2, (d) thymidine
C10H14N2O5, (e) acetonitrile C2H3N, (f) acrylonitrile C3H3N and (f)
glycine C2H5NO2.
with synchrotron radiation which energy can be tuned freely. This allows
probing different inner-shell electronic states and fragmentation processes




We picture atoms as spherical hollow constructions with a dense central
positively charged nucleus and a cloud of negatively charged electrons or-
biting the nucleus at relatively great distances. Molecules are normally
considered as simple aggregation of atoms attached to each other by chem-
ical bonds. These chemical bonds are the consequence of a set of atoms
seeking the most favorable electronic state in terms of ”sharing” a number
of electrons [1]. The electrons participating in the bonding process are the
outermost valence electrons. Simple molecules can fairly well be described
with Lewis structures [2, 3, 4] where bonds are indeed created between
atoms by sharing a number of electrons (see Fig. 2.1 (a)). In Lewis model,
each electron of a molecule is assigned to a specific atom, which in practice
is not the case. A more precise way to describe electrons in a molecule is the
molecular orbital (MO) theory [3] which describes electrons as delocalized
spreading over the molecule as in Fig. 2.1 (b).
There are many descriptions of the molecular orbital theory in literature
[3, 5, 4, 6]; here only a simple introduction is given. Robert Mulliken
described molecular orbitals at his Nobel lecture in 1966 in the following
way: ”Each orbital favors some particular regions of space and disfavors
others, yet all the orbitals in a given atom or molecule extend at least to
some small extent throughout all regions of the atom or molecule”[7]. In
other words, molecular orbital theory considers electrons to belong to the
whole molecule; the electrons are distributed across the molecule so that it








Figure 2.1: In Lewis model, the bonds between two atoms consists of shared
electrons (a). In MO theory, the concept of a bond is somewhat vague, the
electrons do not belong to any specific atom.
the molecule using the Schrödinger equation:
EΨ = ĤΨ. (2.1)
where E is the energy of the system, Ψ is the wave function of the system
and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator.
The Schrödinger equation describing a molecular orbital can be con-
structed from linear superpositions of atomic orbitals centered on individ-






Where Ψ is the molecular orbital, ai are mixing coefficients which describe
the weights of the contributions of the atomic orbitals to the molecular
orbital and φi are atomic orbitals. In its simplest form, a molecular orbital
may be constructed by a sum of orbitals from different atoms.
The physical meaning of the Eq. 2.2 is that when atoms attach to each
other forming a molecule, the atomic orbitals start to interact and form
molecular orbitals extending over the molecule. By combining atomic or-
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bitals, new molecular orbitals are generated. The molecular orbitals are
either bonding or antibonding in nature, so one can say that the tradi-
tional Lewis model bonds are replaced by molecular orbitals trying to keep
the molecule together (bonding) or to break it (antibonding). A molecular
orbital is created when two (or more) atomic orbitals with compatibel sym-
metries overlap and merge. The nature of the MO depends on the signs
of the overlapping atomic orbitals; two atomic orbitals with similar signs
produce a bonding MO whereas opposite signs produce an antibonding
MO. A lack of interaction between atomic orbitals due to the incompatible
symmetries results into nonbonding MOs.
Because each molecular orbital is a combination of atomic orbitals,
each molecular orbital always resembles certain atomic orbital to some ex-
tent(the ai factor in Eq. 2.2 describes this resemblance). A basic rule is
that the core orbitals of atoms in a molecule interact very weakly whereas
the outer orbitals interact strongly. So, as the inner molecular orbitals
are always almost purely atomic like orbitals and thus localized, the outer
orbitals in molecules usually lack the atomic characteristics almost com-
pletely.
So there are actually no interatomic bonds that can be cut by removing
a specific electron. However the concept of a traditional bond is still very
convenient in the description of the fragmentation processes, which are the
main topics of this thesis.
2.2 Photon-electron interactions
2.2.1 Photoelectric effect
Perhaps the most widely known photon-electron interaction process is the
photoelectric effect, also known as photoionization. First discovered by
Heinrich Hertz in 1887 [10], the photoelectric effect was further studied by
Philipp Lenard who built an apparatus capable of measuring the velocity
of the electrons emitted from a metal surface by UV light [11]. Finally
explained mathematically by Einstein in 1905 [12], the photoelectric effect
(see Fig. 2.2) is a process where a photon with sufficient amount of energy
(hv) gets absorbed by an electron in an atom or a molecule causing the
electron to be ejected from the atom or molecule (see Fig. 2.2):
M + hv −→M+ + e−. (2.3)
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The energetics of the photoionization is defined by the Einstein equation,
which is an example of the conservation of energy:
K.E. = hv − I, (2.4)
where K.E. is the kinetic energy of the electron absorbing the photon and
I is the ionization or binding energy of the electron involved [13, 14]. Nor-
mally, in an atom or molecule, there are numerous electrons with different
binding energies. Thus, if the energy of the ionizing radiation is constant,
the energy distribution of the photoelectrons produce an energy spectrum
characteristic of the target atom or molecule.
2.2.2 Photoexcitation
An atom or a molecule in a neutral state where the electrons populate the
lowest possible orbitals and the system is said to be in its ground state. In
addition to the occupied orbitals, atoms and molecules also have a large
number of unoccupied orbitals. If an atom or a molecule absorbs a photon
with specific energy, one of these orbitals may become populated and the
atom or molecule becomes excited [13, 15]. The process
M + hv −→M∗ (2.5)
is called photoexcitation or resonant excitation (see Fig. 2.2). It is possible
only when the photon energy hv fulfills the condition
hv = Ee − Ev, (2.6)
where Ee and Ev are the binding energies of the orbitals where the electron
is promoted from and excited to respectively. In general, excitations where
electrons are promoted from the core orbitals result in a much more unstable
state compared to the promotion of a valence electron.
2.2.3 Auger process
Now we know that a photon with a suitable energy can remove or promote a
core electron in an atom or molecule. This core hole state is highly excited
and unstable leading to de-excitation process. De-excitation is simply a
process where the excited electronic structure rearranges to an energetically
lower, more stable state via radiative (fluorescence, not discussed here) or
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non-radiative processes. When dealing with light elements the non radiative
Auger decay processes are the dominant ones [8, 16]. In Auger decay, the
core hole is filled with an electron from a higher orbital and simultaneously
another electron is emitted as presented in Fig. 2.2. Auger decay can be
the result of core ionization leading to a doubly ionized state
M+ −→M++ + eA, (2.7)
a process called as normal Auger, or core excitation leading to a singly
ionized state
M∗ −→M+ + eA, (2.8)
namely as resonant Auger. The kinetic energy for the Auger electron is
K.E.Auger = Ec − Ev1 − Ev2, (2.9)
where K.E.Auger is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, Ec is the
binding energy of the core hole to be filled, and Ev1 and Ev2 are the binding
energies of the orbitals where the final state holes are located. This is
a rather crude approximation, as it does not take into account electron














When the velocity of a moving charged particle changes, electromagnetic
radiation is created[17]. Radiation emitted by a charged particle moving
along a circular path with relativistic velocity is generally called synchrotron
radiation. The name originates from the discovery of synchrotron radiation
which was first observed in 1946 in a General Electric synchrotron accel-
erator [18]. Originally synchrotron radiation was considered to be a disad-
vantage related to operation of elementary particle accelerators, but during
1950s and 1960s it became clear that synchrotron radiation could also be
a beneficial tool for practical applications [19]. Nowadays synchrotron ra-
diation is widely used for example in the fields of physics, chemistry, engi-
neering and life sciences. Synchrotron radiation and its characteristics are
discussed here on a more general level, but there can be found numerous
description of synchrotron radiation in literature, -some of which are very
detailed [20, 21, 22].
In a modern synchrotron, the synchrotron radiation is emitted by elec-
trons traveling in a circular path with relativistic velocity. A schematic of
a synchrotron is shown in Fig. 3.1. The high-velocity electron current is
achieved by first injecting the electrons to the storage ring with an electron
gun or a similar device. Once the electrons are in the storage ring, they
are accelerated to their final velocity by ”pumping” kinetic energy to them
using radio frequency (RF) cavity. After each cycle of the acceleration the
magnetic field strength of each bending magnet is increased in order to
maintain the electrons in correct trajectories. Each time an electron moves
on a circular path, synchrotron radiation is created and the electron looses









Figure 3.1: Schematic of a synchrotron.
electron kinetic energies in the RF cavity. In addition to bending magnets,
different quadrupole magnets along the storage ring also help the electrons
to maintain the desired trajectory instead of diverging and hitting the stor-
age ring walls.
Synchrotrons are often equipped with so called insertion devices are
needed, which provide much more intense radiation than bending magnets
alone. A typical insertion device consists of an array of magnets which
force the electron to oscillate rapidly instead of moving along a straight
trajectory. These oscillations that are generated in the straight sections of
the ring, create synchrotron radiation that has characteristics far superior
than the bending magnet radiation.
3.1.1 Characteristics
Synchrotron radiation has many properties that make it a superior tool
for probing different processes that occur at the atomic or the molecular
level. Unlike traditional x-ray tubes or gas discharge lamps, synchrotron
provides radiation with continuous energy spectrum and several orders of
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magnitude higher the brightness and energy. This is important because
many experiments, like the ones related to this thesis, use small samples
that can use only a tiny fraction of the emitted radiation. A charged particle






where e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light, ε is the permittivity
of free space and R is the radius of motion. The relativistic parameter
γ = E/m0c, where E is the electron energy and m0 its rest mass [20, 25].
A more practical expression for the total radiated power of a storage ring





where P is in kW , E in GeV , I in A and R in m. Compared to a traditional
high-energy x-ray tube, the power of bending magnet radiation is over 1000
times higher [23]. Synchrotron radiation is emitted from a bending magnet
in a narrow cone (see Fig. 3.2) producing a continuous spectrum that covers
all wavelengths from infrared to hard x-ray region as in Fig. 3.3. These
two characteristics are a direct consequence of the relativistic velocity of
the radiation emitting particles [20].
Nowadays maybe the most common source of synchrotron radiation are
undulators (see Fig. 3.3) which provide even several orders of magnitude
brighter radiation than bending magnets. Electrons moving through an
undulator oscillate with amplitudes small enough for the electromagnetic
waves emitted by each undulation to be coherent and to sum up; interfer-




Figure 3.2: Electromagnetic radiation as the observer sees it in the case of
a charged particle moving along a circular trajectory with non-relativistic
(a) and relativistic (b) velocities.
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Figure 3.3: Synchrotron radiation originating from bending magnets has a
wide spectrum with high intensity.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of an undulator; the electrons traveling through an
array of magnets emit very intense radiation in narrow energy bands [24].
Due to the interference, undulator radiation is highly collimated, has
high flux per solid angle and high brilliance. Interference also causes the
energy spectrum of an undulator not to be continuous but a sequence of








+ γ2θ2)−1, n = 1, 2, 3..., (3.3)
where θ is the emission angle with respect to undulator axis, λ0 is the period
of the magnetic array and K is a dimensionless undulator parameter. K
is defined so that K/γ is the maximum angular deviation of the electron
trajectory in the undulator. One can easily notice from the equation (3.3)
that the radiation energy of an undulator can be adjusted by changing the
K parameter [20]. In practice this is done by changing the gap between the
magnet arrays. Figure 3.5 illustrates the undulator energy distribution at
beamline I-411 at MAX II storage ring.
3.1.2 Beamline I-411
All the experiments related to this thesis were conducted at beamline I-
411 which is located at 1.5 GeV Max II storage ring, Lund, Sweden. The
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Figure 3.5: Energy spectrum of an undulator consists of intensive narrow
peaks. This spectrum is from an undulator located at beamline I-411 at
MAX-II storge ring [26].
beamline is based on a 2.65 m long hybrid undulator [27] with 88 poles
which produces a high flux of photons from 50 to 1500 eV. The photon flux
on sample is 1011 − 1013 photons/s and the resolution E/dE is 103 − 104
depending on the photon energy. The synchrotron light is conducted into
the experimental end station through a set of mirrors, a plane grating and
a SX700 monochromator which define the energy resolution. The beamline
is pictured in Figure 3.6; before the experimental end station there is a one
meter long section of the beamline available for the installation of different
setups, such as the electron-ion coincidence setup related to this thesis, can
be installed.
The radiation from the undulator is first conducted through water cooled
mirrors (M1) and (M2) and plane grating where most of the heat load
of the radiation is absorbed. The monochromator provides the beamline
with high resolution suitable for different high quality emission and absorp-
tion spectroscopy measurements. The final vertical and horizontal focusing
onto the end station is achieved with a toroidal refocusing mirror (M4). A
differential pumping stage of about one meter length separates a pressure
difference of five orders of magnitude between the end station and the beam
line without the use of windows. This is the key feature for the ability to
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of a beamline I-411 located at MAX-II storage ring
[26, 28].
perform gas phase experiments without detrimental effects on the ultrahigh
vacuum in the rest of the beamline.
3.2 Spectroscopic methods
This work was carried out applying an experimental method called Photo-
Electron-PhotoIon(-PhotoIon) coincidence (PEPI(PI)CO) spectroscopy. As
the name already implies, the method combines electron- and ion spec-
troscopy.
3.2.1 Electron spectroscopy
Electron spectroscopy utilizes the electron spectrometer, which is an appa-
ratus used to analyze the kinetic energy distributions of electrons emitted
from solid, gaseous or even liquid samples as a result of particle or photon
bombardment. The kinetic energy distribution of the photoelectrons dis-
plays molecular (or atomic) electronic energy levels i.e. binding energy of
the electrons. In the case of double ionization, core ionization takes place;
the energy spectrum shows well resolved photolines with high binding en-
ergy (Fig. 3.7). Single ionization on the other hand involves electron
ejection from one of the valence orbitals. In a valence electron energy spec-
trum the photolines are not so well resolved (see Fig. 3.8) and the binding
26 Experimental methods








































Figure 3.7: C 1s electron spectra of thymine (upper) and 5-bromouracil
(lower). Each carbon atom is located in a different chemical environment
which results into chemical shifts of different magnitudes.
energy corresponding to the photolines is around ten eV. In valence region
there are often many molecular orbitals separated by a fraction of an eV
[29], which causes the photolines of the electron spectrum to be broad.














Figure 3.8: An electron spectrum of thymidine representing the binding
energies of the electron in the outermost molecular valence orbitals.
The binding energy of a core electron in an atom depends strongly on
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the atom’s chemical environment; e.g. the binding energy for a carbon 1s
electron in solid state graphite is 284.5 eV [30] whereas the binding energy
of C 1s electron in gaseous CO2 is 297,7 eV [31]. This kind of change of
binding energy when the chemical environment changes, is called ”chemical
shift”. The chemical shift is perhaps better described with a molecule with
several atoms of the same element in different chemical environments, such
as the thymine and 5-bromouracil molecules in Fig. 3.7. The simplest
explanation of chemical shifting is based upon the electronegativity of the
neighboring atoms. Electronegativity describes the tendency of an atom to
attract electrons, thus when two unlike atoms are bonded, the core level
binding energies of the atom with lower electronegativity became shifted
towards higher binding energy. Thymine and 5-bromouracil consist of C,
H, N and O atoms (and of an Br atom in the case of 5-bromouracil), out
of which the O is the most electronegative one before N. As the Figure
3.7 shows, the electrons belonging to carbons neighboring an oxygen atom,
are drawn more to the higher binding energy than those neighboring a
nitrogen atom. Furthermore, as the 5-bromouracil’s only difference from
thymine is that in 5-bromouracil the methyl group is replaced with Br, the
C 1s spectra of the two molecules are almost identical. The only difference
is that the electrons of to the C5 carbon of 5-bromouracil have shifted to
slightly higher binding energy. This is due to the larger electronegativity
of Br over carbon.
The origins of electron spectroscopy dates to 1887 when Heinrich Hertz
first observed the photoelectric effect, but it was the invention of the X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) by Kai Siegbahn in 1957 [32] that really
made electron spectroscopy what it is today; one of the most important
tool for investigating chemical composition of matter. The most common
electron spectrometer type nowadays is a hemispherical design. Its main
components are (see Fig 3.9) a hemispherical energy analyzer and a lens
system that is used to lead the electrons from the target to the hemisphere.
As the name implies, the working principle of a hemispherical electron
analyzer is based on the electric field created between two half-spheres with
a common center. The energy discrimination is based on the Lorenzian force
which states that a charged particle moving in a magnetic ( ~B) and electric
(E) field is subjected to a force
~F = q(E + ~v × ~B), (3.4)
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where q is the particle’s charge and ~v is its velocity.
Figure 3.9: Schematic of an electron spectrometer. The major differences
between the electron spectrometer of the Figure and the one used here is
that the applied spectrometer has a seven element lens system and no exit
slit.
The electric field between the two hemispheres is set so, that only elec-
trons with specific energy, the pass energy, can reach the detector. The
pass energy (Epass) together with the entrance slit (and the exit slit, de-
pending on the spectrometer design) width determines the resolution of the




where w is the entrance slit width and R is the radius of the orbit of an
electron with kinetic energy equal to the Epass.
The electrons emitted from the sample are collected and conducted to
the energy analyzer by a retardation lens system. The system consists of
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several electric lenses, which decelerate and accelerate the collected elec-
trons to match the pass energy of the analyzer. Only electrons emitted
with specific energy can get trough the lens system and enter the analyzer.
An entire spectrum is thus recorded by scanning the voltages of the electric
lenses over a range that covers the required electron energies. Unlike the
spectrometer in Fig. 3.9, the modified SES-100 electron spectrometer used
here has a seven-element retardation lens system. The electron detector is
a positive sensitive resistive anode (Quantar Model 3394A) with a Quantar
Model 2401B Position Analyzer ADC unit [33, 34]. The data is collected
with a special self-made computer program.
3.2.2 Ion spectroscopy
In ion spectroscopy the positive charged particles produced by ionization are
collected and analyzed. In this work, the so called ion time of flight (TOF)
spectrometer, which measures the flight times of the detected ions, is used.
A commonly used TOF spectrometer is a Wiley-Mclaren type linear design
described [35] in Figure 3.10. The main characteristics of a Wiley-Mclaren
TOF are high transmission with high sensitivity, fast analysis speed and
the easiness of the mass scale calibration. The upper limit for the mass
scale, which in principle does not exist, is practically in the range of kDa.
+ + --
Extraction Acceleration
HV  generator Timing equipment
VaVe
Ve
Drift zone (no electric field)
M+
STOPSTART
Figure 3.10: Schematic of a linear Wiley-McLaren type time of flight spec-
trometer.
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The ions are created in the sample or extraction region of the spectrom-
eter where the ions are subjected to an electric field forcing them towards
the detector. When the ions leave the sample area, they enter the accel-
eration area where all the ions are accelerated with constant electric field
to a specific kinetic energy. After the acceleration area, the ions enter the
long field free drift zone after which they hit the detector. The extraction
voltage Ve is often applied in short pulses that push the ions off the samples
area where they have been gathered between the pulses. These pulses also
serve as the starting signal of the ion time of flight monitoring, which stops
when the ion hits the detector (see Fig. 3.10). The flight time dispersion
relies on the fact that all the ions receive the same amount of kinetic energy
in the acceleration region so that the flight time is then proportional to the
ion’s mass to charge M/q ratio:





where T0 and C are constants depending on the spectrometers geometry
and the applied electric fields.
Several methods to convert the ion flight times into M/q scale exist, but
one easy and accurate way is to use well known mass peaks. In a vacuum
chamber with pressure of around 10−7 mbar, there are always always resid-
ual gases present, namely H2O, N2 and O2. Using the flight time peaks of
these gases, it is easy to derive the T0 and C of the eq. 3.6 and thus convert
the TOF scale into M/q scale.
3.2.3 Coincidence techniques
Although energy resolved electron and ion spectroscopic techniques alone
provide valuable information about the relaxation [36, 37] and fragmen-
tation [38, 39] processes following ionization or excitation, different coin-
cident techniques offer possibilities for much more complete and detailed
determination of different decay channels of ionized and excited atoms and
molecules[40, 41, 42, 43]. Different coincident techniques and designs exist
depending on what kind of processes one wishes to monitor (see Fig. 3.11);
here the main focus is on sequential fragmentation processes, so a suitable
coincidence setup is the so called PhotoElectron-PhotoIon-PhotoIon coinci-
dence (PEPIPICO) technique [44, 45, 46, 47]. In Fig 3.11 there is a sketch
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with time scale of those processes following an absorption of a high energy
photon. The highly excited states such as core hole states, decay normally
Figure 3.11: Events and time scales for core level photoionization. K∗
indicates core excited state and V∗+ refers to a valence excited ion[48].
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in a femtosecond time scale. Furthermore, the relaxation of a core hole
state most likely leads to a multiply charged state which often is unstable
and fragments by charge separation.
One of the main goals when studying inner shell photoionization dy-
namics is to increase the understanding of electronic relaxation processes
resulting to bond-breaking and in particular the sequence of events in mul-
tistep decay processes. In order to obtain such information, coincident
techniques that detect most, if not all, particles produced in an ionization
or excitation process are needed. To study the sequence of bond-breaking
processes following core ionization, it is reasonable to monitor photoelec-
trons in coincidence with the photoions. However, if the wish is to also
determine the electronic states leading to different fragmentation channels,
it is better to monitor Auger electrons instead of the photoelectrons in coin-
cidence with the photoions, or furthermore both photoelectrons and Auger
electrons in coincidence with the photoions.
The problem with this kind of setup is that as photoelectron-photoion
coincidence measurements are quite time consuming themselves, coinci-
dence measurements with Auger electrons are even more time consuming.
Furthermore, if one wishes to monitor multiple electrons originating from
a single ionization/excitation event, the technical challenges become sub-
stantial.
PEPIPICO technique and apparatus
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the experimental technique used in
this thesis is the so called PEPICO or PEPIPICO technique, depending
on whether one or multiple ions wae measured in coincidence with one
photoelectron. The idea of the technique is to detect a photoelectron and
the corresponding photoion(s) originating from a single ionization event.
PEPI(PI)CO technique has its origins in the 1960s when K. E. McCulloch
and his co-workers first observed directly the decomposition of multiply
charged ions into singly charged fragments [49]. Since their pioneering
work, many groups around the world have successfully applied PEPI(PI)CO
techniques in various studies [40, 50, 51, 52, 53].
The principle of PEPI(PI)CO is to measure ions that are created fol-
lowing a specific ionization process e.g. C 1s core ionization. Such ions
are those detected in coincidence with energy-selected electrons [54, 55].
The electron energy can be selected freely and due to the modern syn-
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chrotron facilities, possibilities for specific electron transition monitoring
are nearly countless. Thus the PEPI(PI)CO technique is a very useful tool
for studying different processes governing the interaction between matter
and ionizing or exciting radiation. Here the main focus has been on frag-
mentation dynamics of doubly ionized molecules into pairs of cations, hence
PEPIPICO technique has mainly been used. In addition to determining the
fragmentation pathways of the sample molecules, also the effects of geom-
etry, initial ionization site and (to some extent) chemical environment has
been studied.
The experimental setup schematics is presented in Fig. 3.12. The
Figure 3.12: Schematic of the electronic components in the PEPIPICO
equipment used here. The delay line has not been connected in the present
study.
apparatus consists of a modified Scienta SES-100 electron energy analyzer
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[34], where the original CCD camera was replaced by a resistive anode de-
tector (Quantar), and a home-made Wiley-Mclaren type ion time-of-flight
spectrometer with a 400 mm long ion drift tube. The ion spectrometer is
equipped with a 77 mm Hamamatsu MCP detector with the anode con-
sisting of 10 concentric rings. The ion TOF is determined by the recharge
signal pulse from the MCP stack and the pulses from the anode rings are
delayed by 50-100 ns with 5 ns steps. These can be used to determine the
radial hit distance from the instrument’s axis, which in turn can be used to
determine the initial velocity vector of the detected ion (this has not been
used here). The ion detection electronics is based on a 1 GHz waveform
digitizer card (Signatec PDA 1000). For the PEPIPICO measurements,
the PEPICO system is operated in the pulsed extraction field mode. The
ion extraction pulses were triggered by the fast preamplifier signal from the
electron detector. The samples were evaporated into the interaction area
using an effusion cell with integrated cooling shroud (MBE Komponenten
NTEZ40 oven).
In a coincidence measurement an electron arriving to the electron ana-
lyzer creates a signal which is used to start the ion flight time measurement.
The signal triggered by the electron is first detected by the Quantar po-
sition analyzer, which sends a signal to the Avtech pulse generator which
sends a signal to the HV pulse generator and to the Signatek PDA 1000
digitizer card. So, as the HV pulse generator turns the extraction voltages
on, the signal to the digitizer card starts the flight time monitoring. The
stop signal for the flight time is generated when the ion(s) hit the MCP.
The flight time monitoring does not stop when the first ion hits the de-
tector. Instead, after the start signal there is a certain time interval (for
example 20µs), during which the flight times of all the ions arriving to the
detector are recorded. The extraction voltages are kept on during the flight
time monitoring, so the possible new start signals trying to turn on the
extraction voltages and start the flight time monitoring during the already




In this chapter we discuss how the PEPIPICO data are presented, what kind
of information can be extracted from such data and how it is done. We begin
by shortly describing the ion fragments’ trajectories from the interaction
region of the measurement equipment to the detector and thus justifying the
applied data handling procedure. Finally different fragmentation processes
are discussed.
Core hole states usually lead to fragmentation processes, where large
amount of kinetic energy is released. This is due to the Coulombic repulsion
which causes the charged ion fragments to have notable axial velocity before
they are extracted from the source region, accelerated and conducted to the
detector. Therefore the flight times of the ions are altered and the flight
time (and the mass) peaks in the spectrum are broadened, which is quite
a nuisance. This disadvantage can, however, be turned into advantage.
This is because instead of being a continuous measurement, a PEPIPICO
measurement is a dataset that consists of a large number of recorded events,
that include an electron detection and a number of ion flight time detections
that correspond to ions originating from the same ionization event as the
electron. A great benefit of this kind of dataset is that one can express
it as a two dimensional (faster coincident ion vs. slower coincident ion)
plot, where each coincident ion pair appears as tilted patterns. Figure 4.1
displays such plot, also called as PEPIPICO map.
The pattern formation is explained by the dissociation dynamics: the
Coulombic repulsion forces the ion fragments to eject to opposite directions
with notable axial velocity when separating (see Fig 4.2). Because the ion
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Figure 4.1: In a PEPIPIO map the coincident fragments appear as tilted
patterns. The center coordinates of the pattern corresponds to the nominal
flight times of the ion fragments. The parent molecule here is acrylonitrile
C3H3N.
fragments are eventually all collected to the detector, the initial axial ve-
locity only increases or decreases the flight times of the ions. If the ejection
direction of the ion fragments is considered to be isotropic, then after de-
tecting enough of those fragments originating from one kind of dissociation




Figure 4.2: The kinetic energy released in the charge separation forces
the coincident ion fragments to opposite directions. Although the lighter
fragment reaches the detector first, each fragment will have a spread in
flight time 4T due to the different trajectories.
These patterns tell many things about the fragmentation, e.g., how
much kinetic energy is released during the process or how the fragmentation
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process proceeds step by step. However, before going into a more detailed
pattern analysis, an introduction to different fragmentation processes of
doubly ionized molecules is given.
4.1 Fragmentation mechanisms
As already mentioned in the previous section, core ionized molecules have
a strong tendency to relax into doubly valence-ionized states. These states,
in turn, are unstable and fragment most commonly into pairs of cations via
charge separation. The fragmentation is preceded by geometrical changes
during which the positive charges localize to certain fractions of the doubly
charged parent ion. When the dissociation comes to a certain point, the
charge separation induced by Coulombic repulsion between the two positive
charges takes place.
4.1.1 Two-body dissociation
Two-body dissociation is the most simple charge separation process where
the doubly charged molecule fragments into two singly charged cations.
The momentum of the fragmentation is the vector sum of each fragment
(which is zero) plus the momentum of rotational, vibrational and thermal
movement of the parent molecule. In practice, the momentum of the frag-
mentation governed by the electrostatic repulsion between the similarly
charged fragments is much larger than the thermal momentum at room
temperature. The momentum conservation law states that the momenta of
the two charged fragments are equal, but have opposite directions:
m1v1 = −m2v2, (4.1)
where m1 and v1 are the mass and velocity of the first fragment and m2
and v2 are the mass and velocity of the second fragment. The ion flight
times are thus anticorrelated.
4.1.2 Many-body dissociation
It is very common that as the parent dication molecule dissociates into
pairs of cations, also neutral fragments are ejected. The three-body pro-
cesses, where only one neutral fragment is ejected, are commonly divided
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into three groups [56]:








(3) Concerted dissociation, where the neutral fragment is ejected simul-
taneously with the charge separation,
ABC++ −→ A+B++C+.
Using the models of three-body dissociations one can easily generate
processes producing four or more fragments. Two examples of common
four-body processes are:
Secondary decay after the charge separation step, where both charged frag-
ments dissociate further,
ABCD++ −→ AB+ +CD+.
AB+ −→ A+B+ and CD+ −→ C+D+.
Deferred charge separation followed by secondary decay,
ABCD++ −→ A+BCD++
BCD++ −→ B+ +CD+.
CD+ −→ C+D+.
Figure 4.3 represents one more time the above discussed plus one additional
fragmentation processes.
4.2 PEPIPICO pattern slopes
In all of the above processes, a considerable amount of kinetic energy is
released, most of it to the singly charged coincident cations. The released
kinetic energy is reflected by the length of the pattern, which can be used to
determine the released kinetic energy. The equation for deriving the kinetic
energy release, however, depends on the fragmentation mechanism. Let us






















































Figure 4.3: There are many different sequential fragmentation mechanisms,
which all can be combined using the deferred charge separation and sec-
ondary decay.
therefore first define the approximative slope values for different kind of






where 4T1 and 4T2 are the flight time spreads of the faster and slower
ion respectively. If we mark the ion’s axial velocity in the TOF system
as v‖, the equations of motion of a charged particle state that in the first
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, (C = constant) (4.4)
where q/m is the ion’s mass to charge ration and d is the distance- and U
is the voltage applied over the sample region of the TOF system.
Now, when the maximum range for the initial axial velocity of the ion
is
4v‖ = 2v‖, (4.5)




When we take the momentum conservation law
m1v1 = −m2v2, (4.7)
where number 1 and 2 denote the lighter and the heavier fragment respec-








In a two-body process, where the molecule just fragments into two






and if q1 = q2 we get slope value of −1.
Three-body processes are slightly more complicated; if the fragments are
created simultaneously, no general equation for calculating the slope exist.
This is due to the fact that although the sum of all momenta must still be
zero, the kinetic energy released in the fragmentation may be distributed
randomly between all the fragments. For sequential processes, however,
it is possible to calculate the slope values. In the case of deferred charge
separation the kinetic energy released in the first step is so small that nearly
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all the kinetic energy is released in the second, the charge separation step.
If we denote the charged fragments produced in the second step as m2a and






as in two-body process.
In secondary decay, the slope value depends on whether the heavier
coincident cation is a produced in the first or the second step. Again, the
kinetic energy is assumed to mainly go to the charged fragments, so the
velocities of the fragments produced in the second step are v2a ≈ v2 and








If m2 is the cation fragmenting further into m2a neutral fragment and m2b
















In practice, equations 4.12 and 4.13 mean that when m2b is the lighter
coincident fragment, the PEPIPICO pattern’s slope becomes steeper and
vice versa, when m2b is the heavier coincident fragment, the slope becomes
less steep.
The deferred charge separation or secondary decay may well also be
four-body processes as presented in Fig. 4.2 (e), (f) and (g). Slopes of
these processes are determined like was done with processes (b) and (c) of
Fig. 4.2. Because in process (e) the kinetic energy is again released mostly
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when m2b2 is the lighter or the heavier fragment respectively. The slope
equation for process (f) is exactly the same, only 4T2a and m2b of Eq.
4.14 are replaced by 4T1 and m2 respectively. The slope equation for
process (g), on the other hand, is similar to the equation of process (b)
being 4T2b1/4 T2b2 = −q2b1/q2b1 .
Process (d) of Fig. 4.2 where initial charge separation is followed by the
ejection of a neutral particle from both singly charged ions ends up having















, if m2b > m1a.
(4.15)
One should remember that all of the above equations apply only if the
charged particles ejected isotropically to all directions obtain the major
part of the kinetic energy released in the whole fragmentation process.
4.3 Determination of kinetic energy release
As the slope of the PEPIPICO pattern gives information about the frag-
mentation itself, the length of the pattern gives an estimation about the
kinetic energy released in the process. Because the pattern length l is a
consequence of a flight time deviation of the ion fragments, the length can


















where l1 and l2 are the x- an y- axis projection lengths of the pattern (see
Fig. 4.4) and p is the momentum of the ion fragments (momentum con-
servation law: p1 = p2 = p). Because l is extracted from the PEPIPICO















The momentum and KER equations depend on the fragmentation mech-
anism, which leads to a slightly different presentation for the process pre-













1. Ion TOF (ns)
Figure 4.4: A PEPIPICO pattern corresponding to C+ and CO+ fragments
of CO++2 . The pattern length can be used to determine the KER of the
fragmentation process.
sented in Fig. 4.3. In the case of the simplest process, the two-body process
(a), the momenta of the ion fragments are equal and the KER value is thus
determined by the equation 4.17. In deferred charge separation (process
(b)), the momentum correlation is between fragments 2a and 2b. The
KER can be determined by equation 4.17, but the masses are now m2a and
m2b.
In three-body secondary decay (process (c)), the momentum correla-
tion is between fragments with masses 1 and 2, but the slope length is
determined by the fragments 1 and 2b. The momentum of the undetected












The KER is still calculated with eq. 4.17, but with using the p value
extracted from the equation 4.18. In process (d), the momentum correlation
is also between fragments 1 and 2, but here the pattern length is determined
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Again, KER is still calculated with eq. 4.17, but now by using the p value
extracted from equation 4.19.
Process (e) is a combination of deferred charge separation and secondary
decay, where the momentum correlation is between fragments 2a and 2b and
the slope length is determined by fragments 2a and 2b2. The KER is thus
determined by replacing m1 and m2 in the equation 4.17 with m2a and m2b2
and p by replacing m2a and m2 of eq. 4.18 by m2b2 and m2b. Momentum
correlation is again between fragments 1 and 2 in process (f). The right
masses for equation 4.17 are now m1 and m2b2 whereas for equation 4.18,
the right masses are m2b2 and m2. The last process dealt with here, the
process (g), is very similar to process (b). The momentum is distributed
between fragments 2b1 and 2b2, which are also the fragments determining
the slope length. The KER for this kind of process is thus determined with
equation 4.17 by replacing m1 and m2 with m2b1 and m2b2 .
One should here remember also that the above presented equations are
valid or good approximations only when the kinetic energy is mostly dis-
tributed between the charged fragments. In other words, the less kinetic
energy goes to the neutral fragments, the better the estimation about the
KER value is. In processes presented in Figure 4.3, the kinetic energy goes
mainly to the charged fragments. In a so called Coulomb explosion, where
all the charged and the neutral fragments are formed simultaneously the re-
leased kinetic energy can however be distributed between all the fragments,




The emphasis of this thesis is on core ionization induced fragmentation
which involves the creation of two singly charged ion fragments. How-
ever, fragmentation induced by valence ionization and resonant core exci-
tation was also studied to some extent. In the case of core ionization, the
fragmentation processes were studied in terms of electron energy resolved
PEPIPICO by ionizing C 1s orbitals and measuring the kinetic energies
of the C 1s photoelectrons and the flight times of the corresponding coin-
cident photoions. The experimental data was extracted into PEPIPICO
maps, which were used to identify the coincident fragments, fragmenta-
tion pathways, the intensities of different fragmentation channels and the
KER values of the channels using the methods described in chapter 4. Also
the role of the initial ionization site and the geometry of the sample in
determining the fragmentation pattern was studied together with possible
nuclear rearrangements during the fragmentation.
In the case of valence ionization and resonant core excitation only one
photoion was formed in coincidence with an electron, thus PEPICO was
used. In the case of resonant core excitation the acronym of the method
is a bit misleading, the electrons that were monitored in coincidence with
the photoions were resonant Auger electrons. The resonant Auger electrons
provide information about the electronic final state, unlike the inner shell
photoelectrons that provide information about the initial electronic state
leading to the detected fragments.
The PEPIPICO maps and the traditional mass spectra that were used
to identify the detected ion fragments only provide information about the
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masses of the fragments. This can be a problem, because there usually
are several different possible fragments with the same mass. In order to
reduce ambiguities in identifying the fragments and their sites of origin,
isotopic labeling was used. Isotopic labeling means replacing some of the
atoms within a molecule with less abundant but sufficiently stable isotopes.
Here, some of the isotopic labeling has been used by replacing hydrogens
with deuterium atoms or one of the carbons with 13C. For example in the
case of acrylonitrile, a sample where all the hydrogens were replaced by
deuterium and a sample where the terminal carbon was replaced with 13C
were used in addition to the normal sample. Because D and 13C are only
one amu heavier than H and C respectively, it is assumed that the isotopic
labeling does not significantly alter the fragmentation.
5.1 Photofragmentation of chain compounds
The chain compounds studied here are acetonitrile, acrylonitrile and glycine.
The fragmentation of these samples has been studied following core ioniza-
tion (acrylonitrile, glycine) and resonant core excitation (acetonitrile, acry-
lonitrile). If one stops to think about fragmentation of a doubly charged
molecule into stable fragments, one could easily think that the easiest way
(and therefore clearly dominant scenario) would be to cleave one bond to
produce two cations. This is a pleasant idea; such a scenario would for
example require quite a small amount of energy to take place. However,
even with simple molecules such as acrylonitrile, core ionization causes the
molecule to fragment via many different channels producing a large number
of coincident fragments. The charge separation may take place in the first
step or later and the number of final fragments is very often more than
two. Fig. 5.1 presents a general picture of fragmentation of doubly charged
molecule whereas in Fig. 5.2, three are specific fragmentation pathways of
doubly charged acrylonitrile.
When a molecule becomes ionized or excited, it receives additional in-
ternal (kinetic and potential) energy which can lead to isomerization i.e.
nuclear rearrangement of the parent molecule. This was observed with both
singly and doubly charged acrylonitrile; there are several fragmentation
channels that include hydrogen migration (see e.g. Fig 5.2 (c)). Actually,
the dissociation processes of ionized molecules can often be considered to
begin with geometric rearrangement which is followed by charge separa-








M1+ M2+ M1 M2++
M2a+ M2b+
Figure 5.1: Sequence of events induced by core ionization. Core ionization is
rapidly followed by Auger decay, which in turn induces the fragmentation











Figure 5.2: Three strong fragmentation channels of doubly charged acry-
lonitrile. Most commonly the fragmentation pathways of doubly charged
acrylonitrile are two step processes. In process (c) a hydrogen has migrated
and attached to the nitrogen, before the charge separation and fragmenta-
tion takes place.
tion (in the case of doubly charged molecules) and fragmentation. First
the molecule starts shifting between different isomers in order to find the
most energetically suitable state, overcoming potential barriers. Now, new
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bonds are formed and some of the old ones are cut and different fractions
of the parent molecule start to move away from each other. Because bond
formation depends on interatomic distance, the molecule is considered to
be fragmented when the distance between two fractions of the molecule has
become too large. In a a model introduced by Eland, during the rearrange-
ment of the molecule, all the fractions of the molecule share the electric
charge by rapid exchange (see Fig. 5.3). In other words, the charge(s)
jump from one fraction of the molecule to another until the distance be-
tween them becomes too large [57]. Due to the Coulombic repulsion, the
distances between different fractions of the molecule increase more rapidly
in the case of double ionization than in the case of single ionization. The
Coulombic repulsion thus acts as an additional dissociative force accelerat-








Figure 5.3: Two different fragmentation processes where the other positive
charge gets captured in the detaching fragment (a) and where the charge
just barely escapes the detaching fragment (b).
The role of the initial core hole on fragmentation was also considered.
Based on previous studies concerning site selective fragmentation, espe-
cially ionization or excitation of a terminal atom/functional group of a
linear molecule, is relatively likely to lead to site selective fragmentation
[59, 60, 61]. The general idea here is that the breaking bonds are those
next or near the ionized/excited atom. In the case of core ionization of
acrylonitrile, the relative intensity changed about 15% when ionizing the
terminal carbon compared to the ionization of the other carbons. Also
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in the case of core excitation, fragmentation following excitation of core
electrons on different atoms resulted into the same fragments with weak
changes in relative intensities between the corresponding fragments.
However, fragmentation of acrylonitrile following resonant core exci-
tation depends strongly on the electronic final state (as is the case with
acetonitrile also) and thus on the decay process. The resonant Auger decay
processes in the case of acrylonitrile (and in the case of acetonitrile) involve
electron emission from both outer valence and inner valence orbitals as can
be seen from Fig. 5.4. The low binding energy region between 10 and 15
Figure 5.4: Electron spectra of acrylonitrile measured at marked excitation
energies [58]. The upper two spectra correspond to the resonant Auger de-
cay after N1s→ π∗C≡N (hv = 399, 84eV ) and C1s→ π∗C≡N (hv = 286, 8eV )
excitations and the lower corresponds to valence ionization. The valence
electron spectrum shows also the configurations of the outer valence hole
states.
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eV corresponds to participator transitions, whereas the region between 16
and 30 eV is attributed to the different spectator decay channels. In our
experiments, participator Auger final states were the only ones producing
unfragmented singly charged parent ions. The majority of all the detected
fragments, however, resulted from participator Auger final states.
5.2 Photofragmentation of heterocyclic
biomolecules
The fragmentation following carbon core ionization of three heterocyclic
molecules of biological interest, namely thymine, uracil and 5-bromouracil
is studied here. In addition to the experimental research, also some density
functional theory (DFT) and unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations were
conducted. The idea of such calculations was to investigate whether the
produced fragments could be predicted just by calculating the energy of the
possible fragments and their abundancy. This was tested by comparing the
experimental intensities of the fragments identified using the slope analysis
(as explained in chapter 4) and isotopic labeling with the calculated poten-
tial energies of the corresponding fragments. If the most abundant frag-
ments had also had the lowest potential energies, a fragmenting molecule
would almost automatically fragment into fragments with the most energet-
ically favorable form. No clear correlation between the calculated energies
and the fragment intensities was detected. An apparent explanation of
why such simple prediction does not work in case of these, relatively small
molecules is that there are usually many potential barriers between the
starting geometry of the fragmenting molecule and the energetically most
favorable geometries. In case of energy barriers, the molecule has to go
through transition states which determine the highest-energy points in the
path of geometry changes the molecule needs perform in the dissociation.
It is the viewpoint of transition state theory that the energy and charac-
ter of the transition states determine the transition rates and intensities to
various dissociation channels (as well is for chemical reactions).
The fragmentation of thymine, uracil and 5-bromouracil can nicely be
described as a series of bond cleavages. A common fragmentation process
involves several steps, a pure two-body process is very rare. Also isomer-
ization is rare and only 5-bromouracil exhibits hydrogen migration before
fragmentation. It seems that the ring itself is a very stable, rigid shape
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and only after the ring has been opened, the ring parts start changing their
geometry towards the most energetically favorable form. A common factor
that describes the fragmentation of all the three molecules are HNCH+ and
HNCO+ fragments, which located at the same location in all the molecules




















Figure 5.5: Sites of the most abundant fragments HNCH+ and HNCO+
resulting from C 1s core ionization of (a) thymine, (b) uracil and (c) 5-
bromouracil.
bromouracil are actually mostly identical. The intensities of the corre-
sponding fragmentation pathways do vary between the samples, but none
of the molecules exhibit any drastically unique fragmentation channel. This
suggests that these types of molecules, having similar ring structure, have
also similar fragmentation behavior, regardless of the exocyclic functional
groups attached to them.
As with acrylonitrile, the fragmentation of thymine, uracil and 5-bromouracil
depend very little on the initial ionization site. The reason is probably that
typically a particular Auger final state that determines the fragmentation
channel can be populated from initial states with different core hole lo-
calizations, since most molecular orbitals of outer shells span the entire
molecule. In addition to that, strong fragmentation pathways can occur
from a number of different Auger final states (as evidenced by PEPICO
measurements), which reduces the role of the initial core hole even fur-
ther. This is however not the case with the weak fragmentation channels
for which the dependence on the initial ionization site may be significant.
A good example is the fragmentation of thymine producing HNCOH+ and
C4H4ON
+ coincident fragments. Figure 5.6 represents a PEPIPICO pat-
tern corresponding to ionization of the different carbon atoms. As one
can see, the pattern is really visible only when ionizing the C5 and C9; the













Figure 5.6: A PEPIPICO pattern corresponding to coincident fragment pair
(HNCOH+, C4H4ON
+); (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the ionization
of C2, C4, C6 and C5 + C9 respectively.
Auger final state leading to a fragmentation channels producing HNCOH+
and C4H4ON
+ is possible only when the initial core hole is localized to the
C5 or C9 carbons.
5.3 Photofragmentation of a nucleoside
Thymidine, a DNA nucleoside is a combination of a nucleobase, thymine,
and a DNA sugar, 2-deoxy-D-ribose. The two rings are connected by a gly-
cosidic bond between the two moieties (see Fig 5.7). The fragmentation of
thymidine following valence ionization with 50 eV photons is characterized
by the glycosidic bond cleavage. The energy gap between the ionization
threshold and the point where the molecule begins to fragment is in the
eV range. Thus even with energies below 10 eV, the molecule preferably
fragments into two fragments (the sugar and the base) instead of just a
singly ionized parent ion. This process involves cleavage of only one (the
glycosidic) bond which, in turn, implies that there are a number of bonding
orbitals just below the HOMO orbital.
Furthermore, as the energy of the incoming photon increases, more frag-
mentation channels become available as the photon can remove electrons
from molecular orbitals also below HOMO. The number of the molecular
orbitals that can be ionized with 50 eV photons is large, so the proba-
bility for ionizing the HOMO orbital and the creation of the parent ion
is therefore very small. The fragmentation of thymidine following valence
ionization by 50 eV photons can shortly be described as follows: the frag-
ments larger than the base are very rare as are the small fragments with
masses < 38 amu. The most common fragments are the sugar, the base and



















Figure 5.7: Thymidine molecule.
several other smaller fragments of the sugar part and the the fragmentation
process often involves the cleavage of the glycosidic bond.
As valence ionization results into singly ionied parent molecule and the
production of one charged fragment, core ionization leads to formation of
two singly charged fragments. Unlike the other samples studied here, the C
1s core ionization induced fragmentation of thymidine cannot be described
as a series of bond cleavages. Instead the fragmentation of thymidine is
better described by different single step explosions producing the variety of
detected fragments. The reason for thymidine’s explosion is most likely due
to its relatively unstable structure in the gas phase; the particularly weak
link is the bond between the two rings. As all the other samples had a quite
wide temperature gap between the sublimation temperature and thermal
decomposition, with thymidine the gap is only a few dozen degrees[62]. This
means that even if the thymidine molecule is intact in the gas phase, it is
very fragile and needs only a small amount of additional energy to fragment.
Thus, the amount of energy deposited to the thymidine molecule via core
ionization is so large that the molecule cannot keep up with the following
rapid geometrical changes. The parent ion then ”overshoots” the achieved
energy minimum and fragmentation accompanied with charge separation
takes place simultaneously.
A notable difference on fragmentation following core ionization com-
pared to fragmentation following valence ionization are the produced frag-
ments. The coincident fragments following core ionization are essentially
those with masses ≤43 amu, which are the weak fragments in the case of
valence ionization. Also, secondary damage to living tissue is likely to be
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more severe in the case of core ionization due to free ions and radicals (both
neutral and charged). This is simply because, in the case of core ioniza-
tion, there are more fragments, and also because Coulomb explosion gives
them more energy and consequently more destructive power in secondary
collisions.
5.4 Summary
The fragmentation of core ionized molecules studied here can nicely be de-
scribed by sequential bond cleavages as presented in Fig. 5.1. An exception
is thymidine which fragments in a single step. Several molecules exhibited
nuclear rearrangement before fragmentation and charge separation which
may take place in the first step of the bond cleavage process or later. The
initial ionization site seems to affect the fragmentation very little as the
final fragments are determined mostly by the Auger final states that may
result from the multitude of initial core hole states. We also investigated
simple models for estimating fragment ion abundancies without consider-
ing the details of the electronic states populated by the Auger processes.
Such models do not take into account the dissociation dynamics at all and,
predictably, fail in properly representing the entire fragment range. How-
ever, they give useful clues about the most abundant products and are
computationally least demanding.
Since this work covered also molecules with very different geometrical
structure, we can also derive some general conclusions about the effect
of the molecules geometry. It has a notable effect on fragmentation; chain
molecules for example have much larger tendency to fragment via two-body
process, than the ring molecules among which such fragmentation channel
is rare.
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